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Powerful, Vulnerable Teaching from
New York Times Bestselling Author
NOW IN
PAPER

•• Debuted at number 15 on the Publishers Weekly
hardcover nonfiction bestseller list
•• Author’s broadcast, Kingdom Connection, airs
in more than 249 countries, reaching a potential 2.3 billion viewers worldwide
•• Franklin speaks internationally to over 60,000
annually, has more than a million active fans
on social media, and reaches a mailing database of over 500,000

I

t’s no secret that those closest to us can wound us the most profoundly.
Reeling from betrayal, we build walls around our hearts to protect us
from the heartache, yet these are the very walls that block us from seeing
hope, receiving healing, and feeling love.
Sharing his own story of personal pain, pastor and New York Times
bestselling author Jentezen Franklin shows you how to find the strength,
courage, and motivation to love like you’ve never been hurt. Through
biblical and modern-day stories, he discusses different types of relational
disappointment and heartache, and answers questions such as Why
should I trust again? and How can I ever really forgive?
Don’t let someone else’s actions control the condition of your heart.
Here is everything you need to tear down your walls, work through your
wounds, repair damaged relationships, and discover the power of an open
heart.

Love Like You’ve Never
Been Hurt
Jentezen Franklin with Cherise Franklin
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Jentezen Franklin is the
senior pastor of Free Chapel,
a multicampus church with a
global reach. His messages
impact generations through various outreaches and through his
televised broadcast, Kingdom
Connection. Jentezen Franklin
is also a New York Times
bestselling author who speaks
at conferences worldwide. He and his wife, Cherise,
live near Gainesville, Georgia, and have five children.
Learn more at www.jentezenfranklin.org.
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EXCERPT
My dad, until his death, was the
number one encourager in my life.
Both of my parents, in fact, were
constantly telling me that I could
do anything. In reality, I wasn’t a
great student, but that didn’t seem
to matter to them. They were consistently uplifting, and that focus has
become a part of my lifestyle. Beni
and I both postured ourselves to be
a continuous source of strength and
encouragement to our children. We
wanted to make sure that we always
gave them much more positive feedback than negative. We focused on
highlighting the things that they were
doing right and on the things for which
each child had a gift or a particular
grace. We focused on their future.
Jesus called Peter a rock when he
was like a broken reed. Peter was
unstable and unreliable, but Jesus
spoke to him according to what he
was becoming. The Lord showed up
and called Gideon a mighty man of war
when he was hiding in fear from the
enemy. Likewise, as parents, we need
a picture from the Lord for our children.
We don’t do that so we can control their
destiny, but so we can fuel them into all
that is in their hearts. We have the great
privilege of fanning the flames for the
things that God has already put inside of
them. We get to speak to our children as
though they were already what they’re
becoming.
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Highly Anticipated Parenting Book and
Curriculum from Bill and Beni Johnson
•• Johnson is a bestselling author,
international speaker and
leader, and pastor of Bethel
Church in Redding, California
•• Includes a copy of the book,
a 7-session DVD, a workbook,
and a leader’s guide
•• Equips parents with a kingdom perspective on training
children to change the world
•• Gives readers glimpses into
how Bill and Beni raised their
children

W

ith honesty, humor, and keen biblical insight, bestselling authors Bill and Beni Johnson help you discover the keys to successful parenting in God’s kingdom. “Parents,
we rule for the purpose of protection, but we also serve with the purpose of empowering,”
they write. “We want to release our children into their destiny—that’s the privilege of
parenting.”
In these pages you will gain the wisdom, kingdom concepts, and practical tools you need
to help raise your children to their best. You’ll discover how to parent to their uniqueness,
gifts, and strengths, as well as how you can demonstrate and reveal who God is to your
kids. The authors also address pressing issues parents face today, including how to
•• be fully engaged in hearing what the Lord is saying over each child
•• maintain relationship and discipline
•• develop character
•• train your children for worship
•• fan the flame of what God has put in their hearts
•• and more
No matter what age your kids are, you have an incredible opportunity to shape their
hearts, minds, and values. Here is everything you need to help your children walk into the
destiny of their lives and see them become the awesome people they were created to be.
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Breakthrough Book Now Revised and
Updated to Ignite a New Generation
•• “Bursting with passion for people and for the
advance of the kingdom of God. Women will
be affirmed and men will be challenged.”
—Dr. Gary D. Kinnaman

REPACK

•• “Delicately, yet boldly, Cindy presents a fresh,
historical, and biblical interpretation of God’s
Word on the issues facing today’s women.”
—Beth Alves

G

od has gifted women with beautiful and unique calls on their lives.
Unfortunately, many never step into their roles because of doubt,
discrimination, fear, and insecurity. But in a world fraught with gender and
relationship issues, the gifts and voices of women are needed more than ever.
In this fully revised and updated edition of her breakthrough book,
Women of Destiny, bestselling author and speaker Cindy Jacobs reveals
the biblical foundation for women in ministry and leadership. Through
sharing her own story, successes, and failures, she speaks to the doubts,
fears, and insecurities women have about stepping up and speaking out.
She shows how to navigate discrimination with grace, strength, and
confidence, and she empowers women everywhere to press into God
to discover their unique purpose. Whether you step across the street
or into a new role altogether, you can serve God faithfully, love others
boldly, and change the world around you.

Women, Rise Up!
Cindy Jacobs
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How to Experience the Life
God Wants You to Have
•• From Gary Wilkerson, head of World Challenge
and son of bestselling author and pastor
David Wilkerson
•• An eye-opening, biblical message that redefines God’s favor
•• Encourages broken Christians toward a loving
Father who wants to shower them with his
favor—with forgiveness, grace, restoration,
blessings, empowerment, and faith—and
show his favor to all

O

ne of the great privileges we have as Christians is finding favor from
the Lord. Yet our understanding of “favor” can be off. We are sometimes told it’s all about us—that God gave us that house, that car, that job
so we can have all we need. But his provision doesn’t stop with us.
In this fascinating, empowering book, Gary Wilkerson, pastor and
president of World Challenge, paints a bigger, brighter, and more biblical
picture of what God’s favor is. He shows how our loving Father showers
his abundant resources upon us—things like forgiveness, restoration,
peace, joy, power, and authority—not only to bless us with a favored,
happy life, but for us to joyfully demonstrate this favor to others, whether
they are friends, family, or strangers on the street. Because God’s favor is
not meant to end with us—it is meant to show the beauty of his unearned
grace to a hurting, unbelieving world.

God’s Favor
Gary Wilkerson
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and live in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
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An Eye-Opening Explanation of God’s Plan
for His People in the Last Days
•• Two acclaimed scholars and authors refute
popular misconceptions about the end times,
including a pre-tribulation rapture
•• An accessible, personal read full of surprising
biblical insights
•• Offers hope for dark times

D

espite the popular theology of our day, Christians should not expect
to get out of experiencing the tribulation or the end times. Nowhere
in the Bible does the Lord promise us this, say Michael Brown and Craig
Keener, two leading, acclaimed Bible scholars. In fact, they say, Jesus
promises us tribulation in this world.
Yet this is no reason to fear. In this fascinating, accessible, and personal
book, Brown and Keener walk you through what the Bible really says about
the rapture, the tribulation, and the end times. What they find will leave
you full of hope. God’s wrath is not poured out on His people, and He will
shield us from it—as he shielded Israel in Egypt during the ten plagues. So
instead of taking comfort in what God hasn’t promised, take comfort in the
words of Jesus: He has overcome the world, and we live in his victory.
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Discover the Secret to Hosting God’s
Presence Wherever You Go
•• Author is an active international speaker and
has taught at Bethel School of the Prophets
•• “Jennifer is known for passion, strong prophetic
insights, and an absolute devotion to Jesus.
She’s one of the more trusted servants of the
Lord to all who know her, myself included.”
—Bill Johnson
•• Includes discussion questions and practical
application

W

e were created to reflect something or Someone. What we behold,
we reflect. The more we behold the Lord, the more we look like
him—and the more we see his glory released into our lives and the lives
of those around us.
The glory of God is irresistible. Yet seeking to sense his presence or
experience his glory for its own sake misses the point. His glory is the
natural outpouring of a deep relationship with the Holy Spirit. In these
pages, author and speaker Jennifer Eivaz shows how you can enter into
more intimate fellowship with the Spirit of God, experience miraculous
encounters, and begin to see more miracles, more deliverances, and more
lives dramatically changed. Here is the inspiration you need to step into
the supernatural and follow God’s leading—and carry his glory to the
darkest places and see his kingdom come.

Glory Carriers
Jennifer Eivaz
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and international conference
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PREVIOUS PRAISE FOR
LAURA HARRIS SMITH
“Laura has proven it is easy and
possible to have peace, rest, energy,
and clarity when you are naturally
supernatural!”—Sid Roth, host,
It’s Supernatural!
“Very doable ways to gain a healthier spirit, mind, and body. Laura’s
expertise will have you feeling like an
expert as well.”—Jean Driscoll, U.S.
Olympic Hall of Fame athlete; eighttime Boston Marathon champion
“Excellent read—well written,
relevant, compassionate, empowering
for anyone looking for physical, mental,
emotional, and/or spiritual renewal.”
—Dr. Jim Sharps, ND, HD, DrNSc,
PhD, president and CEO, International
Institute of Original Medicine
“Laura has provided the tools for us
to apply disciplines in our everyday
lives that will help us to live freely and
promote health in our body, soul, and
spirit.”—Pastor Beni Johnson, Bethel
Church, Redding, California; author,
Healthy and Free
“Absolutely superb. It is both inspirational and informational—a must-read
for anyone looking to enrich their whole
being!”—Elisa Sharps, ND, executive director, International Institute of
Original Medicine
“Laura challenges and inspires with a
practical and attainable formula for Spirit-filled living and a healthier existence.”
—Debra Fraser, president and CEO,
Total Living International
“I am so glad my friend Laura has written this eye-opening book about a subject
that intrigues me and that the church
should not ignore.”—Mac Powell, lead
singer, Third Day
“A must-read for the hour we live in!”
—Terry Meeuwsen, cohost, The 700 Club
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Natural and Supernatural
Remedies for Vibrant Health
•• Author is host of theTHREE, a
faith-based talk show that airs
across the globe on TLN (Total
Living Network) and CTN
(Christian Television Network)
•• Author is a certified nutritionist with an MA in original medicine, a copastor, and a media
personality with a dynamic
online presence
•• Extensive social media, online, and publicity campaign
geared toward maximizing
cross-platform promotion, fan
engagement, and dynamic
word-of-mouth marketing

A

ccording to the World Health Organization, there are 30,000 identified diseases.
Of these, 22,500 have no known cure or effective treatment. We live in the most
technologically advanced age, yet we have never been more unhealthy. Even those in
good health face constant misdirection.
Leaving no stone unturned, certified nutritional counselor, copastor, and TV host Laura
Harris Smith helps you pursue healing and wellness for body, mind, and spirit both naturally
and supernaturally. Both are necessary for a full, abundant life, and she equips you with the
tools you need for the journey, including
•• condition-specific healing prayers
•• powerful declarations of faith and healing
•• total-body-system blessings for the prevention of sickness
•• delicious tailored menus for each body system
•• how to troubleshoot stubborn ailments and recognize spiritual warfare
•• how to confront any spiritual sickness—such as grudges,
unforgiveness, or sin patterns—that block healing
•• amazing, miraculous testimonies to build faith
•• alphabetized illness index linking to correlating prayers to help you recover
Whether you are ready to experience a life-changing miracle, observe the gradual
improvement of a body on the mend, or maintain the good health you have, healing will
come. Here is your chance to get well soon!

Get Well Soon

Laura Harris Smith
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Fresh, Dynamic Vision on
Kingdom Living in a Broken World
•• Author is the director of the School of Kingdom Ministry, with locations in over 60
churches across the globe
•• “I know Putty personally and can vouch that
this book is based not on theory, but on practice.”—Randy Clark on Live Like Jesus
•• Gives tangible, practical ways to live a
kingdom-oriented life

I

n Matthew 13, Jesus tells the parable of a man who stumbles across a
treasure hidden in a field. He goes home, sells everything he has, and
buys that field to own that treasure. This is what the kingdom of heaven is,
Jesus says—a treasure worth everything.
But the truth is, for most of us, our enthusiasm is often wrapped more
deeply around a football team or the latest TV show than what God is
doing through us. Lacking a purpose calling to the deepest parts of us, we
numb ourselves. In this eye-opening, empowering book, pastor and author
Putty Putman shows that there is a kingdom designed to provide your life
with such compelling purpose that you will reorient your whole life around
it. Here is your invitation into a life of significance, adventure, and wonder
far beyond what you have let yourself dare to dream.

Kingdom Impact
Putty Putman
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